16 June 2017

The Confidentiality Manager
International Trade Section
Australian Bureau of Statistics
PO Box 10
BELCONNEN ACT 2616
Email: international.trade@abs.gov.au

Dear Sir/Madam
I write regarding the confidentiality on the AHECC codes relating to Barley including barley for
malting and for feed and to request that this confidentiality requirement be lifted.
About GTA
Grain Trade Australia (GTA) is the focal point for the commercial grains industry within Australia. It
facilitates trade and works to provide an efficient, equitable and open trading environment by
providing leadership, advocacy and commercial services to the Australian grain value chain. GTA
members are responsible for over 95% of all grain storage and freight movements made each year in
Australia. Over 95% of the grain contracts executed in Australia each year refer to GTA grain
standards and/or trade rules. GTA members are drawn from all sectors of the grain value chain from
production to domestic end users and exporters. GTA members are involved in grain trading
activities, grain storage, human and stock feed milling. A list of GTA Members is attached
Barley statistics
The Australian grains industry has undergone significant change following deregulation of the wheat
export market in 2008 and the consequent Wheat Port Code of Conduct which, amongst other
obligations, requires the publication of a shipping stem. While the Code applies to wheat, the ports
publish shipping stem data for all commodities.
This means that data by load port and destination for all bulk barley shipments is published.
As such GTA does not believe that there is any valid reason for continuation of the confidentiality
requirement regarding load port, nor the delayed publication of destination data.
Barley remains the only major grain where such confidentiality requirements apply and GTA does not
see that there is justification for barley to be treated as a special case.
The transparency that occurs via the shipping stem would suggest that there seems little basis for
maintaining the confidentiality requirement, however, the stem only picks up bulk shipments and
thus, access to full ABS data is essential to provide a complete picture of barley exports.
We believe that the request does not appear to have been initiated by any of the major exporters
and GTA supports the removal of the confidentiality (refer Attachment 1 for membership list).
Given the changed structure of the industry and the increased need for information to enable the
market to operate effectively, we would request that ABS review the confidentiality requirements
with a view to removing all constraint/delays on load port and destination data.

We would appreciate your advice on any justification for continuing the confidentiality on barley
export statistics by state and destination and why barley warrants a ‘special case’ compared against
other major grains such as wheat and canola.
We look forward to your consideration of this matter and the removal of this restriction.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require further information.

Yours sincerely

Pat O’Shannassy
CEO

Extracts from Shipping Stem reports demonstrating data by load port
2016/17 Weekly Loaded Vessels
(Weekly loaded vessels by commodity, state, port, vessel name, shipper name and destination)..

`

2016-17 Export Summary by Commodity
(Current season loaded and forward stem by commodity, port and month

2016-17 Export Summary by State
(Current season loaded and forward shipping stem by state, commodity and month)

